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A comprehensive handbook for athletes interested in pursuing the growing and popular sport

of triathlon. Experts in all three disciplines, plus specialist triathletes, will guide you through all

aspects of improving your technique in all sports and at the all important transitions, as well as

fine-tuning your race tactics. A sports psychologist will help get your mind right for the huge

challenge ahead, while a physical trainer and sports nutritionist set out plans for improving your

overall fitness and health. Finally, specialist programs will guide you as you balance your

training between all disciplines to maximize your race performance. Few events will challenge

you as much mentally and physically as a triathlon. This handbook will guide you through the

minefield of questions. Do you work harder at improving the times of your best discipline or

sacrifice your precious training time on getting your weakest discipline up to scratch? How can

you avoid sickness and injury in such a demanding event? How can you teach your muscles to

work in the different ways each discipline demands? How do you find the time to train around a

busy work and social life? What equipment do you need? All these questions and more are

answered as you seek to get serious about your sport.

About the AuthorPaul Cowcher is a personal trainer, fitness instructor and former professional

dancer in the UK with ten years experience and numerous fitness teaching qualifications to his

name. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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About the authorsAdam Dickson is a writer of fiction and non-fiction and is a lifetime fitness

enthusiast. In 2004 he was hospitalized following brain seizures that cut off the circulation to

his legs, leaving him permanently disabled. Since then he has competed in many triathlons,

aquathlons and a gruelling off-road duathlon. After finishing the London Marathon in 2006 he

took part in the inaugural Half-ironman distance triathlon in the New Forest, England. He was

part of the volunteer race crew for Ironman UK in August 2006 and the following year a

competitor in the same race, finishing in a time of 14 hours and 50 minutes. He has co-

authored a book on mental health and is currently writing his second novel. He is editorial

consultant to Brilliant Fish PR & Marketing Ltd.Dutch-born Remmert Wielinga is a former

professional cyclist who has competed in numerous international races since he started cycling

at the age of 12, including the Tour de France. In 1999 he won the Dutch national

championships time trial. The following year he joined the Rabobank Continental Team and

repeated his victory in the national championships. In 2001 Remmert signed his first

professional contract with the Italian cycling team De Nardi-Pasta Montegrappa where he

learned the revolutionary methods on effective physical training and conditioning. During his

professional career he raced for world-famous teams including Rabobank, Quick-Step and

Saunier Duval, where he trained and competed side-by-side with world-renowned cyclists. In

2003 Remmert won two races in Spain and in 2006 finished first in the GP Chiasso in

Switzerland after an impressive breakaway of 150 kilometres (93 miles). Remmert is based in

Monaco where he runs his company, Cycling Promotions () that provides specialized personal

coaching services.Running expert Paul Cowcher has been working in the health and fitness

industry since 2001 after a career as a professional dancer (musicals in London’s West End

and touring). When his dancing career was over he recognized there were many similarities

between dancing and sports and science. He has trained as an advanced instructor (CYQ),

Pilates mat work (More Fitness) and has over 10 other teaching qualifications in fitness and

dance (ISTD.) He now works as a personal trainer, has run numerous marathons and trained

many others to running success at various distances.Even breaking his neck, aged 16, in the

pool could not put Nic Newell off swimming. Shortly afterwards he turned up at a swimming

carnival, took off his neck brace, won his race and calmly put the brace back on. A year later

he was a three-time gold medallist in the Pacific School Games in Perth to add to his many

achievements at state, regional and national level.Dan Cross is the assistant National Age

group coach at Guildford City High Performance Swimming Club. He has been coaching for 10

years after competing as a national standard swimmer for a number of years himself. He has

coached age group, youth, senior and masters swimmers during his career, with many of the

swimmers going on to achieve success at national level. He has coached at a number of

different clubs and worked alongside many top international coaches. He has a degree in Sport

and Exercise Science and a strong interest in sport science research.Tommaso Bernabei is a

television and non-fiction writer who graduated from the Metropolitan University of London. His

experience in television led him to collaborate with Italian food shows, introducing him into the

world of sports nutrition. He is currently the diet planner for an Italian swimming club and

writing a book of sports nutrition recipes.Sports psychologist Russell Murphy runs

Personalmindtrainer () and works regularly with different sportspeople, including advising

triathletes, duathletes, marathon runners, golfers and footballers among others. A member of

the World Federation of Hypnotherapists, he also gives talks on motivation to major

corporations and runs smoking cessation, weight management, confidence, phobias and other



treatment programmes.
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IntroductionFollowing two massive brain seizures in April 2004, the Orthopaedic Consultant at

Royal Bournemouth Hospital in England informed me I needed an operation to remove dead

muscle in my legs, caused by the trauma. The significance of this didn’t register at first, as I

had already spent several weeks in hospital. Only after the operation did reality sink in and I

realized the full extent of my injuries.The seizures had cut off the circulation to my lower legs,

causing a condition called Compartment Syndrome. The tendons in both ankles had been

severed, leaving me with Drop Foot, an inability to raise my feet using the normal ankle reflex.

From then on I had to rely on crutches and uncomfortable plastic ankle supports to get from A

to B.As a lifelong runner and fitness enthusiast, I was now facing the future as a cripple.

Determined not to let my disability affect my overall quality of life, I began a gentle exercise

regime of cycling and swimming. My dad had been a member of the British Army Water Polo

Team and had taught me to swim early on, so at least I had this to fall back on.The crutches

and ankle supports soon went and I found that with a little effort I could walk unaided. One

morning, out walking along one of my old running tracks, I decided to test my progress and

broke into a light jog. That moment was the turning point in my rehabilitation and proved that, in



spite of my injuries, I could still run, even if it was only to the end of the road.My fitness

improved and soon I was running, cycling and swimming on a regular basis. The owner of a

local running shop suggested I take part in a triathlon and, with some trepidation, I agreed. I

loved the sport from the start and entered as many events as I could, gaining experience and

learning to overcome the fears I had around my disability.After running the London Marathon in

2006, I set my sights a little higher and entered what many regard as the toughest one-day

sporting event in the world. In August the following year, after 14 hours and 50 minutes, I

crossed the finish line at Ironman UK.Triathlon: Serious About Your Sport is aimed at anyone

who wants to improve their knowledge of triathlon and explore their potential. Whether you are

swimmer, cyclist or runner looking to branch out from your specialist sport or a triathlete

looking for improvement, this book will guide you through the process.The basics section,

which sets out what lies ahead in terms of training and conditioning for this sport, is followed by

a comprehensive look at Technique & tactics, which focuses on the individual skills needed for

each discipline and how to combine them in training and in races.Sections on Fitness &

training and Cross Training look at ways of fine-tuning your body using sport specific workouts

and strengthening exercises that are geared to the demands of triathlon.Nutrition and fuelling

are crucial to success, particularly in long-distance triathlons. Getting to know your body’s

needs in training will help you maintain a good, healthy diet and improve your energy

levels.The Training programmes cover four triathlon distances: Sprint, Olympic, Half-Ironman

and Ironman for four levels of ability ranging from unfit beginner to advanced.Triathlon is a

wonderful, life-affirming sport that will both challenge and enhance your current exercise

regime. It is my sincere wish that you use the contents of this book to enjoy many seasons of

swimming, cycling and running.Adam Dickson (July 2011)

Getting startedTriathlon combines swimming, cycling and running in a single event. As the

timer runs from start to finish, with no breaks in-between, all your training will need to be

geared specifically for this. Most newcomers find the transition from one discipline to the next

the hardest aspect to cope with, so the more you practise in training, the better prepared you

will be on the day of the race. Writing out a checklist of what you need to do at each transition

will help you familiarize yourself with the process and the various items you will need at each

transition.Take time to learn the basic techniques associated with each discipline. Lessons

from a qualified swimming instructor will help improve things like stroke, breathing and

streamlining, although these will need to be adapted if your race starts in open water.

Combined cycling and running workouts will prepare your leg muscles for transition, so practise

a smooth pedal stroke on your bike, while a sound, economical running style will keep fatigue

at bay and increase your performance overall.The key element in any triathlon is endurance.

Race distances vary depending on the event (see chart on Triathlon distances), meaning you

could be racing from anything from two to 17 hours. Structure your training accordingly and use

one session per week in each discipline to build endurance specifically for the length of the

race you’ve entered. These longer workouts should be performed at a moderate pace that

doesn’t overtax your aerobic system and leave you exhausted.Triathlon distancesSprint750

metres (0.46 miles)*Swim20 km (12.42 miles)Cycle5 km (3.1 miles)RunOlympic1.5 km (0.93

miles)Swim40 km (24.8 miles)Cycle10 km (6.2 miles)RunHalf-Ironman1.9 km (1.2

miles)Swim90 km (56 miles)Cycle21.1 km (13.1 miles)RunIronman3.86 km (2.4

miles)Swim180.25 km (112 miles)Cycle42.2 km (26.2 miles)RunNote: these are the standard

accepted race distances but you will find triathlons of varying distances. Ironman is a brand

name owned by the World Triathlon Corporation. Although other triathlons are competed over



this distance they are not Ironman races.* For indoor water swims this distance is usually 400

metres (0.25 miles).Success in triathlon means pacing yourself correctly throughout. Work on

your fuelling needs early on, but to safeguard your digestive system, only experiment with new

products in training and not on race day. Keep the twin factors of pacing and fuelling uppermost

in your mind, as this could mean the difference between success and failure on the big day.

Ask yourselves questions in training, such as, “Could I run on these legs?” especially during

long bike rides where you may be pushing too big a gear and wasting vital energy.And last of

all, that word often quoted but much ignored – rest. You can have the best coaches, the best

equipment and the best training environment in the world, but skip this part of the programme

and you’ll pay heavily. Learn to train smart and enjoy many long and healthy seasons, in and

out of the saddle. Remember too that rest also means relaxation, so find ways to unwind, that

don’t include physical pursuits such as gardening or painting the house. Most of all enjoy the

thrill of taking part in a tough but rewarding experience that you’ll probably want to repeat again

and again.The principles of trainingThe SPORT principles of training are aimed at helping you

understand the training process and allowing you to plan your training so you see a steady

upward progression in results.Specificity – making sure your training is specific to what you are

hoping to achieve. Simply put, don’t spend all your time doing sprint training sets if you want to

improve your long-distance running!Progression – the body adapts to increased training loads

and this will result in improved fitness levels and competitive performance.Overload – training

at a level that will push you. If you are always training at the same intensity and at the same

speed you will not see the progression you would hope for. You need to be constantly

overloading your muscles and cardio respiratory system to improve your strength and fitness

level.Reversibility – if you don’t train or you decrease your intensity then you will see your

fitness levels drop and as a consequence so will your overall performance. If you are unwell

and are unable to train for an extended period then you will notice a reduced performance level

when you start training again.Tedium – keeping the training interesting. If you find yourself

getting bored then you are less likely to want to train and your motivation levels will

automatically drop, which can lead to a reduced effort level and even the likelihood of skipping

training sessions. This will lead to Reversibility occurring.When you start to plan your training

programme you can use the FITT principles to work towards SPORT. For instance, to make

sure that the SPORT principles of Progression and Overload are always occurring you can

increase the Frequency of your training sessions, the Intensity of each session or the Time you

spend training. To stop Reversibility occurring rapidly you reduce Intensity if feeling sick. To

avoid the SPORT principle of Tedium you can change the Type of training methods you are

using. It is advisable that you only change one aspect of the training at a time rather than

changing everything otherwise it can be too much for your body and may lead to an injury

occurring.Frequency – how often you train.Intensity – intensity you train at.Time – how long

you train for.Type – which training methods you are using.Sleep, food and fluidGetting your

work-to-rest ratio right is crucial, as an imbalance will lead to over-training, which may result in

a decreased performance in training and racing, as well as an increased chance of injury. Put

simply: rest is as important as the training itself. As you get fitter you will be able to train longer

as long as you keep getting quality rest.• Set a schedule: be strict in your sleep regime. Sleep

and wake at the same time every day including weekends and try to get at least eight hours of

rest. Disrupting this schedule may lead to insomnia. ‘Catching up’ by sleeping extra on

weekends makes it harder to wake up early on Monday morning because it re-sets your sleep

cycles.• Exercise: daily exercise will help you sleep, although a workout too close to your

bedtime may disrupt your sleep. For maximum benefit try to get your exercise about five to six



hours before going to bed.• Avoid caffeine, nicotine, and alcohol. Don’t take these stimulants

close to your bedtime. Remember there is caffeine in coffee, chocolate, soft drinks, non-herbal

teas, diet drugs and some pain relievers. Don’t smoke a cigarette before going to bed as

nicotine goes straight to the sleep centres of your brain and will result in a bad night’s rest.

Alcohol can decrease the time required to fall asleep. However, too much alcohol consumed

within an hour of bedtime will deprive you of deep sleep and REM sleep (the sleep that

rejuvenates your body the best) and it will keep you in the lighter stages of sleep.• Relax

before bed: reading, listening to music, having sex, taking a warm bath, can all make it easier

to fall asleep. You can train yourself to associate certain activities with sleep and make them

part of your bedtime ritual. If you can’t get to sleep, don’t just lie in bed – relax and do

something else (like the previously mentioned activities) until you feel tired.• Control your room

temperature: make sure that you sleep in a room that is cool – 18-19 °C (64-66 °F) with 65 per

cent of humidity is ideal – as well as dark and quiet.So train hard and rest well. Nutrition can

help supplement your training by giving you the right balance of energy to train and the

proteins, vitamins and minerals to help you recover. If you are not getting the right levels of

carbohydrates, proteins, fats and vitamins you will quickly feel tired in training and will fail to

recover properly, which can lead to fatigue and maybe illness and injury. Hydration is critical, as

the body has to be topped up to perform at its peak. Even a one per cent drop in hydration

levels will impair your performance. Get used to taking on fluids.EquipmentSwimmingThat’ll be

a costume and some water then. It can be as simple as that but using the right equipment can

make your swimming training a lot more effective and enjoyable and it also allows for you to

add variety to each training session. The basics are a suitable swimming costume (you’ll need

a decent wetsuit if you are swimming in open water), a pair of goggles, a swimming cap and a

drinks bottle. Some people don’t like swimming caps but they do aid streamlining and for safety

reasons increase your visibility in open water.Other pieces of training equipment include a kick

board and a pull buoy. These items allow you to isolate areas of each stroke and work them on

their own. You can use a kick board to work on your leg kick to perfect technique. Remember

that for triathletes the aim is an economical leg kick to conserve energy for what is ahead. A

pull buoy is used to work on the arm-stroke technique. By isolating parts of your stroke you can

make your training more challenging as you are trying to propel yourself through the water with

only half the usual power.If you want to make your training even more challenging you can

wear hand paddles; these will allow you to put greater pressure on the water and therefore

greater pressure on the arms and shoulders. Paddles should only be worn if you are already

achieving good stroke technique and you need to take your training to the next level. You must

also make sure that you build up gradually to avoid any shoulder injuries. When using paddles

you should select the right paddles for your experience level as they come in different shapes

and sizes, with the bigger paddles putting more pressure on the stroke.A pair of fins can be

used when concentrating on your kicking as well as being used for full-stroke swims. Wearing

fins can make swimming full-stroke swims easier, which means you are able to focus on stroke

technique. They also mean you are able to cover more distance and spend more time working

on your technique.Remember that tri suits, made of race-specific materials, can be worn

throughout all three disciplines. This cuts down on time spent in the transitions as you will not

need to change clothing. Check these out to see if they suit your needs.CyclingThe correct

position on the bike If you want to get the most out of your cycling then finding your correct

position on the bike is paramount. Cycling comfort and efficiency begin with a bike that fits.

Getting your position correct means you are able to produce more power efficiently without

working any muscles unnecessarily. Correct positioning of hands, feet and body are essential



for success and avoiding injury. If you have back, neck, shoulder or knee pain, saddle sores or

finger numbness, then your bike probably doesn’t fit you.We are all very different, each of us

with different sizes of arms, legs, torsos and other parts of the body. All these factors must be

evaluated when you seek to find your correct position on the bike. The following are some

basic recommendations to provide you with a nearly perfect set-up. With experience you can

then slightly adjust this position to meet your own requirements.Frame sizeTo start in getting

the right bike size, stand over the frame with your bare feet flat on the ground. A correctly sized

road bike frame should give two and a half to five centimetres (one to two inches) of clearance

between the top tube of the frame and your crotch. A more precise method to calculate the

frame size is the formula: inseam length x 0.64.The result of this formula is unequivocally

correct but it’s important to realize it pertains to traditional frame geometry. This is the

conventional way of measuring the frame size ‘centre to centre’, which indicates the length of

the seat tube from the centre of the bottom bracket to the centre of the seat lug (the point at

which the centre line of the seat tube and the centre line of the top tube cross each other).

Other ways to measure the size of a frame are:Centre to topCentre to top indicates the length

of the seat tube from the centre of the bottom bracket to the top side of the seat lug. As a rule,

this frame size should equal the centre-to-centre size, plus 15 to 20 millimetres (about three

quarters of an inch).Compact frame sizeMany bike manufacturers specify the frame size of

their sloping/compact frames according to the length of the seat tube, measured centre to

centre as well as from centre to top. The frame size is then usually not specified as a numeric

value but is simply expressed as ‘small, medium, or large’. The problem with this way of

measuring is that it turns out to be complicated to precisely calculate an ideal frame size,

unless the manufacturer also provides the traditional centre-to-centre measurement in addition

to the compact specification.Choose a frame with the right seat-tube angleThe most important

angle on a frame is the seat-tube angle. This is the angle made by the seat tube and an

imaginary horizontal line. It significantly influences the saddle set-back position and therefore is

of vital importance to determine the seat angle before buying the frame.The seat-tube angle is

related to the length of your upper leg (femur). A standard frame angle measures 72 to 75

degrees and allows a cyclist with an average-femur length to position the knee straight above

the pedal axle with only small adjustments in fore and aft movement of the saddle. The longer

your femur, the smaller the seat-tube angle and the farther back the saddle will have to be

positioned.Adjusting the contact points on your bikeOn a bike, the weight of your body is

supported at three locations:• The pedals support your feet.• The saddle supports your

butt.• The handlebars support your hands.Ensure each is correctly positioned as described

below.Shoe cleatsBefore you start to adjust other aspects of your position on the bike you first

have to properly fit the shoe cleats. To maximize the efficiency of your ‘ankling’ and to avoid

knee pain later on, the cleats should be adjusted so the ball of your foot is directly above the

centre line of the pedal axle. This will allow you to realize optimal power transmission and the

risk of the well-known burning feet sensation will considerably abate and in some cases even

disappear completely.Adjusting the saddle height
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